Plants and supplies are delivered to Planting Site
Native Sedge are planted as ground cover around Iliahi at trail #6 entrance

New seedlings planted amongst Ohai from Pimo
New Lama seedlings are planted with Iliahi and Ohia along trail

Dustin strips leaves from Wauke trunks for future tapa making

Mia
Pau Hana Picnic & Purple Cows at the Fleming Cabin

Martin Frye, of Maui’s Seabird Preservation, joins his first service trip with the NHPS

Martha Martin– a most dedicated NHPS Member and Volunteer. Not pictured is Martha’s delicate and thorough A+ weeding

The Native Hawaiian Plant Society NHPS organizes monthly service trips to varied native plant enclosures on Maui. Mahalo for including Puu Mahoe- volunteering regularly each year